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SUMMARY

Inspections on September 29 through October 9, 1983 and February 27, 1984

Areas Inspected

This routine, special unannounced inspection involved 90 inspector-hours on site
in the areas of inspector follow-up of licensee events.

Results -

'

Three violations were identified - failure to follow procedure in removing a
nuclear service water system from service which rendered both containment spray
systems to be inoperable; mispositioning of a containment spray recirculation
valve and failure to implement proper independent verification; and failure to
perform =a monthly surveillance of the annulus sprinkler supply valve position
which was mispositioned and rendered the reactor building annulus sprinkler
system to be inoperable. ~
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REPORT DETAILS
*

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

*M.'McIntosh, Station Manager
*G. Cage, Superintendent of Operations
*E. Estep, Project Engineer
*M. Sample, Project Engineer
B. Barron, Operations Engineer, Unit 2

*D. Mendezoff, Licensing Engineer
*T. McConnel, Superintendent of Technical Services

Other licensee employees contacted included technicians, operators, and
office personnel.

*A. nded exit interview

2. Exit Interview

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on October 14, 1983, with
those persons indicated in Paragraph 1 above. The three violations as
described in paragraphs 5, 6, and 7 of this report were discussed in detail.
.They were: (1) failure to follow procedure in taking out a system
out-of-service which resulted in inoperability of both containment spray
systems; (2) mispositioning of a containment spray recirculation valve
following performance test completion and failure to implement proper
independent verification; and (3) failure to perform monthly surveillance of
the annulus sprinkler supply valve position. These three violations, yet
similar in cause were discussed with the licensee. Specifically, lack of
administrative controls and independent verification were identified as the
root causes of the events inspected. Also, an enforcement conference with
Duke Power Company management personnel was held in the Region II office on
October 19, 1983. The same subject matter was addressed during this meeting
with summary notes provided in Inspection Report Nos. 50-369/83-40 and
50-370/83-47. The licensee expressed cognizance of and concern over the
events discussed herein.

3. Licensee Action on Previous Enforcement Matters

Not inspected.

4. Unresolved Items

Unresolved items were not identified during this inspection.

.
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5. Loss of Containment Spray, Unit 1, September 29, 1983

Event Description

At 10:30 p.m., September 28, 1983, while McGuire Unit I was operating at
100% power, Train B of the containment spray system (NS) was declared
inoperable. This declaration was made upon the detection of the loss of
power to a Train B containment pressure control system (CPCS) pressure
transmitter. The transmitter provides an open permissive to the Train B, NS
discharge valves. Without the permissive, the discharge valves would
neither open automatically, nor could they be opened remotely from the
control room.

The inoperability of NS' Train B was documented in the Technical Specifica-
tion Action Item Logbook (a procedurally required Technical Specification
tracking log), was relayed to the oncoming shift supervisor during shift
turnover, and was documented in shift turnover check lists.

On the morning of September 29, an operator detected water in the oil
reservoir for the outboard pump bearing of the 1A nuclear service water (RN)
pump. He reported this to the control room and the pump was declared
inoperable at 11:30 a.m.

When RN pump 1A was declared inoperable, NS Train B was still out of
service. RN Train A provides cooling water to the containment spray heat
exchanger and air handling unit motor cooler for MS pump 1A, thus NS Train A
was rendered inoperable by the loss of RN Train A.

Other systems / components which depend upon RN Train A and are required
during Mode 1 (power operation) are:

a. "A" diesel generator cooling water heat exchanger.

b. "A" component cooling pump motor cooler.

c. "A" centrifugal charging pump bearing oil cooler,

d. "A" centrifugal charging pump speed reducer oil cooler.

c. "A" centrifugal charging pump motor cooler.

f. "A" safety injection pump motor cooler.

g. "A" safety injection pump bearing oil cooler.

h. "A" auxiliary feedwater pump motor cooler.

1. "A" containment spray heat exchanger.

i ^
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To expand slightly, since no cooling water would have been available to the
"A" diesel generator cooling water heat exchanger during accident

_

conditions, the A diesel generator was degraded. Technical Specification
3.8.1, Action Statements (a) and (c) require that when one diesel is
inoperable while in modes 1, 2, 3, or 4, the remaining operable diesel be
verified operable within one hour, as well as all equipment supplied by the
diesel. The shift supervisor failed to realize the "A" diesel was degraded,
thus did not abide by these requirements. NS Train B and RN Train A were
returned to service, at 4:10 p.m. and 4:30 p.m., respectively,.29 September
1983. It was upon their return to service that the licensee identified that
both trains of NS had been out of service simultaneously.

Discussions with the licensee revealed that the shift supervisor who removed
the RN pump from service was aware of the status of the Train B NS pump, but
simply did not recognize that removing the RN pump from service degraded the
remaining operable NS train, nor the diesel generator.

Evaluation
'When the Train A RN pump was removed from service ~with the NS train B

inoperable, Technical Specification 3.6.2 was violated, the action statement
provisions of Technical Specification (TS) 3.0.3 became applicable. Since
the licensee was not cognizant of the unit's status, the requirements of TS
3.0.3 were not executed. The seven hours time permitted by TS 3.0.3 for the
unit to be placed in hot standby was not exceeded.

When the RN pump was removed from service, the "A" diesel generator was
degraded which required the performance of TS Action Statements 3.8.1.1.a
and (c). Since the licensee was not cognizant of the unit's status, these
requirements were not executed.

|

) McGuire precedure OP/0/6100/09, Removal and Restoration of Station Equip-
ment, Revision 8, Item 2.2 under Limits and Precautions requires that:
"When a piece of equipment covered by Technical Specification is declared
inoperable, an entry must be made in the Technical Specification Action
Log". Moreover, Station Directive 3.1.35, Technical Specification Action
Items Logbook, implementation Item 13 requires that: "Any additional remarks
necessary to provide an understanding of the conditions associated with

,

entering an Action Statement be listed". The shift supervisor who removed -

the RN pump from service failed to adhere to these procedural requirements
: in that he did not make an entry in the Technical. Specification Action Items

Logbook concerning the "A" diesel generator which was degraded by the
inoperability of the RN pump, nor did he enter any remarks in the log
concerning the conditions associated with taking thc- RN pump from service.

Failing to abide by those procedural requirements was in direct violation of
Technical Specification 6.8.1 which' requires that written procedures be,

employed and adhered to covering plant operations and maintenance control.

-- _ _ . . _ _ . __ _ ._ - -
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, Safety Analysis

For four hours and forty minutes on September.29, between 11:30 a.m. and
~

?:10 p.m., both trains of.the containment spray systems were inoperable;
Train A of nuclear service water was inoperable and the "A" diesel generator
was degraded as previously described.

I

If during that time a large LOCA in conjunction with loss of offsite power
would have occurred, Train B of NS would have started, but not injected due" '

to the inoperable discharge valves; Train A of NS would have started and
injected for approximately 90 seconds before the "A" diesel generator would
have tripped on low lube oil pressure or seize due to overheating, when-

associated with the absence of cooling water. Loss of the diesel would
result in the loss of power to all Train A ECCS equipment. This scenario of
inoperable systems is not analyzed in the FSAR for postulated accidents.
However, the licensee performed a safety analysis of containment integrity
witn assumed loss of both containment spray systems and subsequent restora-

i

tion of one of them at one hour into the accident; their results of the
analysis showed a peak containment pressure of 11.4 psig for a design basis
LOCA. NRC Region II reviewed the licensee's safety analysis which included
consideration of other accidents such as a steam line break and concluded
that the containment design pressure of 15 psig would not be exceeded.

Conclusion

The root cause of this event appears to be failure to follow procedure on
the part of the shift supervisor to list the necessary information in the
Technical Specification Action Log, sufficient to completely understand the
ramifications of the incperability of the Train A RN pump as is required by
Station Directive 3.1.35, Technical Specification Action Items Logbook,
Revision 2, implementation item 13. Moreover, Procedure OP/0/6100/09,
Removal and Restoration of Station Equipment, Revision 8, Item 2.2 under
Limits and Precautions states the following: "When a piece of equipment
covered by Technical Specification is declared inoperable, an entry must be
made in the Technical Specification Action Log". Clearly, when the Train A
RN pump was removed from service, Train A of NS as well as the "A" diesel
generator should have been listed in the Technical Specifi;ation Action Log.
Had these requirements been executed, the event would have been self-
terminating.

This failure to follow procedures in turn led to:

a. the licensee not being cognizant of exceeding Action Statement of
Technical Specification 3.6.2, on September 29, 1983, when both
containment spray systems were out of service; an consequently notd

taking action required by Technical Specification 2.0.3 to place the
unit in hot standby within seven hours;

.
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b. failing to meet Action Statements a and c of Technical Specification
3.8.1.1 in that the "A" diesel generator was degraded, but the "B"
diesel was not verified to be operable as required,_nor were the
systems which depend on the "B" diesel verified to be operable as
required; and,

c. allowing the unit to be for four hours and forty minutes, in a
substantially. degraded condition; moreover, a condition which is not
analyzed in the McGuire FSAR and for which there are no programmatic /
procedural compensatory measures,

e - This event constituted a violation (50-369/83-39-01) - a procedural
violation resulting in containment spray systems not being able to perform
thei- intended function.

6. Loss of Containment Spray Train Unit 2, October 5, 1983

Event Description

On October 5, 1983, at 4:00 a.m., operators found valve 2NS-8, which is the
FWST recirculation valve off the "B" containment spray (NS) pump, locked
open instead of locked closed as required by applicable procedures
OP/2/A/6200/07, Containment Spray System; PT/2/A/4208/01B, NS Pump 2B
Performance Test; and PT/2/A/4200/25, IWP Pump Testing Monthly.

Unit 2 was operating in Mode 1 at 89% reactor power at the time of the
event. Earlier that morning, in preparation for the monthly IWP test,
PT/2/A/4200/25, operators had unlocked and opened the Train A NS pump
discharge recirculation valve (2NS-25). When NS pump 2A was started at 3:28
a.m., pump discharge pressure increased on both pumps "A" and "B" indicating
a " leak" on 2NS-8. Operators also received a pressurizer relief tank (PRT)
high pressure alarm and noticed that PRT level had increased. The suction
headers for both pumps have relief valves which discharge to the PRT.

At 3:36.a.m., operators stopped pump 2A, opened valve 2NS-70, the Unit 2 NS
discha me recirculation to the FWST throttle valve to relieve pressure on
2NS-6, .ich they suspected of " leaking". At 3:58 a.m., the operators
restarted pump 2A. Both the "A" and "B" pumps' discharge pressure increased
to the normal operating value, again indicating a leak in 2NS-8. The
operators stopped pump 2A at 4:04 a.m. after completing the test. It was,

then, after the operators closed 2NS-25, the recirculation valve on the "A"
pump, that they found 2NS-8 locked open instead of locked closed. Water
from the "A" pump had been diverted back through the "B" pump suction relief
valve to the pressurizer relief tank.

,

In their attempts to identify how valve 2NS-8 had become mispositioned, it
was determined that PT/2/A/4208/01B had been performed on September 14,
1983. PT/2/A/4208/01B requires the manipulation of valve, 2NS-8. The valve
must be unlocked and opened at the beginning of the test, and closed and
locked at the end of the test. Step 12.2.3 requires realignment of 2NS-8 to
the locked closed position and includes two initial /date blanks for the
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. purpose of independent verification. When the test was concluded on
September 14, both blanks were initialed and dated by personnel in the
control room in response to a telephone report form the nuclear equipment
operator that 2NS-8 had been closed and locked. One of the blanks was
initialed by the control operator who took the phone call and the other
blank was initialed by the performance technician who was running the test.

Research of work requests and periodic testing performed between
September 14 and October 5 did not identify any actions associated with
2NS-8 or the adjacent NS equipment that would account for the valve having
been repositioned.

It was concluded that the nuclear equipment operator had locked the valve
open on September 14, 1983, at the conclusion of the test.

Evaluation

Technical Specification 3.6.2 requires that in modes 1, 2, 3, and 4 that two
independent containment spray systems be operable. With one containment
spray system inoperable, the inoperable spray system is to be operable
within 72 hours. The unit was in the Action Statement of that specification
on September 14, 1983, and exceeded the Action Statement on September 17,
1983. The time between September 17 and October 5, 1983, during which both
trains of NS were requireu was 18 days.

Procedure PT/2/A/4208/01B requires in Step 12.2.3 that valve 2NS-8 be closed
and lock closed. That procedure was violated on September 14, 1983, in that
the valve was not closed and locked.

Station Directive 3.1.28, Revision 9, Operating Handling of Procedures,
section on Independent Verification, page 3 requires that " Independent
verification be performed by two (2) different qualified personnel, at
different times, determining the position of valves...as required." Step
12.2.3 of procedure PT/2/A/4208/01B was to have been independently verified,
but was not, thus Station Directive 3.1.28 was also violated.

Safety Evaluation

Duke design engineering evaluated the effects of"a design basis accident
with NS Train B being available and valve 2NS-8 fully open. Since the
recirculation flow path had been throttled, licensee's calculation showed a
700 gpm recirculation flow rate to the FWST and 3335 gpm delivered to the
containment. Design flow for each train of NS is 3400 gpm per Table 6.5.2-1
of the McGuire Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR). Thus, due to such a
small difference in NS flow rate delivered to the containment as compared to
the FSAR value, peak containment pressure following an accident would not be
significantly different then already analyzed.

.
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Duke also evaluated the potential dose consequences associated with radio-
active water from the Reactor Building (RB) sump transferred by NS pump 2B
to the FWST under post-LOCA conditions. Based on their analysis, the
licensee has determined that the total dose would still be within 10 CFR
Part 100 limits. .The NRC Region II office evaluated licensee's methodology
of calculating the dose release and performed their own calculations. Using

4 conservative FSAR assumptions, the NRC's estimated incremental dose to
thyroid was 59.3 Rem which was higher than the licensee's. The difference
between the two results in dose estimates is attributed to the assumptions
used,.in that the licensee used a mix of realistic and conservative FSAR
assumptions whereas NRC applied all conservative assumptions, consistent
with those identified in Chapter 15 of the FSAR. Nevertheless, NRC
Region II concluded that the total dose would still be within 10 CFR

,

Part 100 limits based on FSAR conservative assumptions.

Conclusion

The root cause of this event appears to be failure to follow procedures in
that Step 12.2.3 of PT/2/A/4208/01B requires that valve 2NS-8 be closed and
locked closed. The nuclear equipment operator failed to abide by that
requirement on September 14, 1983, when the valve was locked open. More-
over, Station Directive 3.1.28, Revision 9, requires that independent
verification be perfo'rmed by two different personnel, at different times,
determining the position of valves as required. The manner in which Step
12.2.3 was " independently verified" on Septeuber 14, was a violation of
those requirements and their intent. These failures to follow procedures
resulted in an inoperable containment spray system and violation of TS 3.6.2
Action Statement requiring unit shutdown. The above described event is
considered significant in that it had the potential for serious consequences
under post-LOCA conditions even though the analysis shows the total dose to
be within 10 CFR Part 100 limits.

This event constituted a violation (50-370/83-46-01) - a procedural violation
resulting in an inoperable containment spray system. m

7. Loss of Annulus Fire Protection Unit 2, October 9,1983

Event Description

On October 9,1983, at 5:00 p.m. , Fire Protection System (RF) valve IRF989
was found closed. This valve, the Unit 2 annulus sprinkler system isolation
. valve, locat(d in the annulus, is required to be locked open. Tne sprinkler
system (isolated while IRF989 was closed) is required to be operable per 1

Technical Specification 3.7.10.2.f.

' In response to finding valve 2NS-8 mispositioned, operations personnel-

verified the position of all locked valves in the plant. As a result of
this corrective action, 1RF989 was discovered unlocked (chain and lock
resting on the valve) and out of position, thus isolating water from the I

annulus sprinkler system.

.. . ..
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1RF989 is required to be verified in position, monthly, per PT/0/A/4400/01C,
Fire Protection System Monthly Test. After initial fuel loading in March
1983, a safety assistant performed this test each month. Each time, he
initialed that the valve was correctly locked open. Subsequent to'

4

identification of the incorrect position of thi, valve, it was verified
through security access logs that the safety assistant had not entered the
annulus on the dates of the test. Hence, no verification of the valve's
position was made. It was subsequently determined that operations closed
the valve on February 8,1983, during the performance of PT/2/A/4400/01L,
Unit 2 Fire Protection Containment Header Test. The procedure mistakenly
required the valve to be closed. Had PT/2/A/4400/01C been performed, the
error would have been detected. No valid record of 1RF989 position exists
after the operations manipulation on February 8. A work request search was
conducted for identification of any other work on IRF989 and nearby RF
components which may have required the manipulation of the-valve. No such
work could be identified.

The Fire Protection System (RF) supply to the Reactor Building annulus
provides automatic fire suppression and serves as the primary mode of fire
protection. The Unit 2 annulus is an annular region located between the
containment vessel wall (steel liner plate) and the Reactor Building wall.

Evaluation

Technical Specification 3.7.10.2.f requires that the sprinkler system
protecting the reactor building annulus be operable at all times. With the
sprinkler system inoperable a continuous fire watch should have been
established within one hour. Therefore from February 8,1983 (the
completion date of PT/2/A/4400/01L) until October 9, 1983, the unit was in
violation of those requirements.

Technical Specification 4.7.10.2.a requires that at least once per 31 days
that the reactor building annulus sprinkler system be demonstrated operable
by verifying that each valve in the flow path is in its correct position.
Therefore, from March 1, 1983 until October 9, 1983, the unit was in'

violation of those surveillance requirements.

Procedure PT/0/A/4403/01C, page 14 of 16, Enclosure 13.1 requires that valve,

1RF989 be verified locked open. Although the procedures were completed, the*

safety assistant did not verify the valve position as required between the
dates of March 1, 1933 and October 9, 1983. This safety assistant failed to
implement an approved written procedure, thereby not performing a~ required
surveillance of the annulus sprinkler system.

Safety Evaluation

Various safety-related cables and instrument lines are routed from the
Auxiliary Building through the annulus and into containment. Additionally,
several motor-operated valves and a pump are located in the annulus. Closed
sprinkler heads are installed near the safety-related conoonents. Upon
reaching the fusion temperature of 165*F, the sprinklers are designed to -

. - - .
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spray water'onto these components. (Shields protect electrical components
from direct spray to prevent incapacitation of the components.) Floor
drains are provided to carry away any admitted water.

Operability of the annulus sprinkler system became mandatory with Unit 2
initial fuel loading which commenced on March 1, 1983. Valve 1RF989,
located in the annulus, is a manual valve, locked open, which can provide
isolation of the sprinkler heads for installation or repair. There is an
another valve IRF28, located in the same flowpath, which is an air-operated,
normally closed, isolation valve designed to open upon signal from the
annulus fire detectors, thereby supplying water to the sprinklers.

Had a fire occurred in the annulus while the sprinkler system was isolated,
smoke detectors would have provided an alarm in the control room. Upon
acknowledging the alarm, an operator would have been dispatched to validate
the alarm. The fire brigade would then have been summoned.by plant page if
the responding operator could not contain or extinguish the fire.
Licensee's response time from receipt of the alarm is estimated to have been
approximately 15 minutes. Fire extinguishers and hose stations in the 733'
electrical penetration room (adjacent to the annulus entrance) could have
been employed as needed. If the valve had been accessible (i.e., not
blocked by fire), 1RF989 could have been manually opened by the fire
brigade.

McGuire Unit 2 license condition' requires the licensee to fully implement
and maintain in effect fire protection systems for accomplishing safe
shutdown capability. For the Reactor Building, these systems include the
automatic fire suppression system and fire detectors. With the loss of a
sprinkler system and a postulated fire in the annulus, NRC believes that hot
shutdown can be reasonably achieved with at least one of two trains of
necessary equipment.

On February 27, 1984, two regional inspectors toured the Unit 2 annulus area
and verified the low fire hazard, low combustible loading, early warning
fire detection system, availability of manual fire fighting equipment, fire
brigade response and the ease of access "to the closed sprinkler system
valve. Therefore, a postulated fire of sufficient intensity to damage
equipment required for safe hot shutoown was not censidered to be credible.

Conclusion

The root cause of this event appears to be two fold. First it was the
safety assistant's failure to implement procedural surveillance requirements
of PT/0/A/4400/01C, Fire Protection System Monthly Test. And secondly, it
was attributed to a procedural deficiency where test procedure
PT/2/A/4400/01L mistakenly required the valve to be locked closed rather
than locked open and having no independent verification of valve position.
The monthly surveillance does not appear to have been performed during the
period of March 1, 1983 - October 9, 1983. Failure to perform these
requirements resulted in an inoperable reactor building annulus sprinkler
system.
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Technical Specification 4.7.10.2.a requires that each valve in the flow path
of the Sprinkler System be verified to be in its correct-position at least
once per 31 days. Failure of the safety assistant to perform the surveil-
lance procedure constitutes a violation of this Technical Specification.

Procedure PT/2/A/4400/01L, Unit 2 Fire Protection Containment Header Test
was found to be inadequate, in-that it erroneously specified the wrong
position for valve IRF989. Use of this procedure also appears to have been
a contributing factor to an inoperable Sprinkler System resulting in a
violation of Technical Specification 3.7.10.2.f. Furthermore, the licensee
failed to incorporate independent verification in procedure PT/2/A/4400/01L
for determination of valve position. Thus, use of an inadequate procedure
and failure to implement the surveillance procedure constituted a violation
(50-370/83-46-02) - a procedure deficiency and failure to implement the
monthly surveillance procedure resulting in an inoperable sprinkler system.

Summary

The foregoing events constituted violations of the requirements and intent
of Technical Specifications 6.8.1, 3.6.2, and 3.7.10.2.f specifying the
execution of procedural requirements.

In as much as the three events resulted in the violation of their associated
Technical Specification requirements, most importantly, they rendered
safety-related accident mitigating equipment inoperable; this is an
especially egregious incident.

Moreover, a review of McGuire enforcement history spanning the period June
through September 1983, reveals nine examples of failure to follow
procedures, for which violations were issued. In that view, it appears that
in light of this latest series of events, management's corrective measures
are ineffectual.
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Docket Nos. 50-369 and 50-370
License Nos. NPF-9 and NPF-17 I

EA 84-37 l

Duke Power Company
ATTN: Mr. H. B. Tucker, Vice President

Nuclear Production Department
422 South Church Street
Charlotte, NC 28242

Gentlemen:

This will acknowledge receipt of your letter dated October 25, 1984 and

your check for $40,000 in payment for the civil penalty imposed by Order

dated September 26, 1984. We will continue to examine, during future

inspections, the corrective actions described in your letter dated

July 6, 1984.

Sincerely,
-

. .
;

a-' ' | '. Y.

Jane A. Axelrad, Director
~ Enforcement Staff

Office of Inspection and Enforcement

cc:
M. D. McIntosh, Plant Manager
C. F. York, Division Manages
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Duke Power Company
ATTN: Mr. H. B. Tucker, Vice President

Nuclear Production Department
422 South Church Street
Charlotte, NC 28242

Gentlemen:

SUBJECT: PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTY: EA 84-37
FAILURE TO IMPLEMENT TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS AND INADEQUATE
IMPLEMENTATION OF INDEPENDENT VERIFICATION
(REFERENCE: INSPECTION REPORT NOS. 50-369/83-39 AND 50-370/83-46)

A special NRC safety inspection was conducted by NRC Resident and Region-based
inspectors during the period September 29, 1983 through October 9, 1983, and
on February 27, 1984, of activities authorized by NRC Operating License
Nos. NPF-9 and NPF-17 for the McGuire facility concerning violations identified
by the licensee. An Enforcemert.; Conference was held in the Region II office on
October 19, 1983 to discuss the significant findings of the inspection.
Mr. James P. O'Reilly, Regional Administrator, Region II, and Mr. A. C. Thies,
Executive Vice President, Nuclear Production Department, Duke Power Company,
and members of their respective staffs, were present.

The first violation concerned the mispositioning of a containment spray
recirculation valve. The violation was identified on October 5, 1983 while
Unit 2 was operating at 89% power. At this time, the licensee discovered that
the A train containment spray recirculation valve (2NS-8) was locked open instead
of closed as required by plant procedures. A review of the licensee's records
indicated that the valve had last been opened during the performance of test
PT/2/A4208/018 on September 14, 1983 and had apparently not been closed at the
conclusien of the test. In addition, a second independant valve position
ve-ification check failed to icentify that the valve was mispositioned. Had a
loss of coolant accident occurred, with the system in this configuration,
contaminated sump water could have been recirculated back to the fuel water
storage tank (PdST) and to the outside environment. Using conservative
assumptions, radioic, dine venting from the FWST could have subjected the public,
at the site boundary, to a thyroid radiation dose above that predicted for the
Final Safety Analysis Report postulated accident. This incident resulted
primarily from failure of plant personnel to implement the requirements of
NUREG-0737 by performing a proper independent verification of a recirculation
valve position for a containment spray pump. This violation of NRC requirements
has been categorized as a Severity Level III.

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
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The second. violation involved the inoperability of the Unit I containment spray
system. On September 28, 1983, at 10:30 p.m., while Unit I was operating at
100% rated power, train B of the containment spray system was declared
inoperable because power was lost to a train B containment pressure transmitter.
At 11:30 a.m. on September 29, 1983, train A of the nuclear service water system
was declared inoperable. As a result, there was no nuclear service water avail-
able to provide cooling to the A containment spray heat exchanger or the A
containment spray pump motor cooler. Consequently, train A of the containment
spray system was rendered inoperable. With neither train of the containment
spray system operable, the provisions of Technical Specification 3.0.3 were
applicable, and licensee was required within one hour to initiate action to
place the Unit in a mode in which the specification does not apply, but
operations personnel failed to recognize this requirement. This violation of
NRC requirements has been categorized as Severity Level III.

A third. violation relates to the inoperability of the Unit 2 annulus sprinkler
system from February to October 1983. At the conclusion of the February 8, 1983
Unit 2 Fire Protection Header Test (PT/2/A/4400/01L), fire protection supply
valve IRF989 was left closed because the test procedure mistakenly called for
the valve to be left in a closed position. With this valve closed, the Unit 2
annulus sprinkler system was rendered inoperable. The misposition of the valve
was not discovered until a plant-wide audit of locked valves was ccmpleted in
October of.'1983. The audit was conducted in respons'e to finding containment
spray valve 2NS-8 mispositioned. A licensee investigation of the matter revealed
that the individual who had been responsible for conducting the Fire Pratection*

Monthly Test (PT/0/A/4400/01C) had failed to verify the position of valve IRF989
and improperly documented his verification. The licensee promptly discharged
the employee and verified the position of all valves for which the employee had
been responsible. This violation of NRC require 11ents has been categorized as
a Severity Level It.

The first violation is specifically associated with inadequacies in your
independent verification program. In the Duke Power Company response to the
Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalties dated June 2, 1983
for the Oconee Nuclear Station, you proposed improvements in your existing
independent verification program. Those improvements and lessons learned were to
be incorporated into the operational activities at McGuire and Catawba. The
violation as described above does not indicate that those improvements were
effective.

To emphasize this concern and the need for Duke Power Company to provide ,

additional atten; tion to the administrative controls for operation, particularly
the need to implement independent verification as provided for by NUREG 0737,
I have been authorized, after consultation with the Director, Office of Inspection
and Enforcement, to issue the enclosed Notice of Violation and Proposed
Imposition of Civil Penalty in the amount of $40,000 for the Severity Level III
violation involving independent verification activities. The base penalty of
$40,000 could have been increased by 25% because the corrective action for
previous similar violations at Oconee has not been effective. However, because
you identified and reported the violation, I have decided not to escalate the
proposed civil penalty. _

|
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4
' The violation of regulatory requirements identified in the enclosed Notice of

Violation regarding the inoperability of the containment spray system is
categorized as a separate Severity Level III violation. The base value of a

' civil penalty for a Severity Level III violation is $40,000. However, a review
of the circumstances of the event and your performance history in this general
area of concern did not reveal problems similar to those in the area of independent
verification. For this reason, and after consultation with the Director of the
Office of Inspection and Enforcement, I have treen authorized to' mitigate the
base civil penalty for this violation by 100% and to issue the enclosed Notice
of Violation.

You are required to respond to the enclosed Notice and you should follow the
instructions specified therein when preparing your response. Your response should
specifically address the corrective actions taken or planned with regard to
satisfying NUREG 0737 requirement I.C.6. In your response, appropriate reference
to previous submittals is acceptable.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rule of Practice," Part 2,
Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter and the enclosure
will be placed in the NRC's Public Document Room.

The response directed ay this letter and accompanying Notice are not subject to
the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required by
the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, PL 96-511.

Sincerely,

- W
James P. O'Reilly
Regional Administrator

Enclosure:
Notice of Violation and Proposed

Impcsition of Civil Penalty

cc w/ encl: '
.

'

M. D. McIntosh, Plant Manager
J. T. Moore, Project Manager

- I
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION
AND

PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTY

Duke Power Company Docket Nos. 50-369 and 50-370
McGuire Units 1 and 2 License Nos. NPF-9 and NPF-17

EA 84-37

As a result of the inspections conducted from September 29 through October 9,
| 1983, and on February 9, 1984, three violations of NRC requirements were identified.
! In accordance with the General Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions

10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C, and pursuant to Section 234 of the Atomic Energy Act |
of 1954, as amended ("Act"), 42 U.S.C. 2282, PL 96-295, and 10 CFR 2.205, the |particular violations and associated civil penalty are set forth below:

I. VIOLATION ASSESSED A CIVIL PENALTY

'

Technical Specification 6.8.1 states in part:

Written procedures shall be established, implemented, and maintained covering
the activities referenced below:

The applicable procedures recommended in Appendix A of Regulatorya.
Guide 1.33, Revision 2, February 1978;

b. The applicable procedures required to implement the requirements of
NUREG-0737;... I

Plant test procedure PT/2/A4208/018 requires that the containment spray |

recirculation valve 2NS-8 be locked closed at the conclusion of the test,
and a second independent verification by a second qualified individual of the
valve position is required at the conclusion of the test.

Contrary to the above, on September 14, 1983, at the conclusion of test
PT/2/A4208/01B, the Unit 2 containme.,t spray recirculation valve, 2NS-8, was
locked open instead of closed as required by plant test procedure
PT/2/A4208/018. The second independent verification by a second qualified
operator of the position of valve 2NS-8 failed to detect that the valve was
incorrectly positioned.

This is a S_everity Level III violation (Supplement I).
(Civil Penalty - $40,000)

II. VIOLATIONS NOT ASSESSED A CIVIL PENALTY

A. Technical Specification 3.6.2 states:

Two independent containment spray systems shall be OPERABLE
with each spray system capable of taking suction from the
FWST on a Containment Spray Actuation Signal and transferring
suction to the containment spray. ,

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. Nb
_ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Notice of. Violation 2

ACTION:

With one containment spray train inoperable, restore the
inoperable spray train to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or
be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours; restore
the inoperable spray train to OPERABLE status within the next
48 hours or be in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.'

Technical Specification Definitions define OPERABLE to mean:

A system, subsystem, train, component or device shall be
OPERABLE or have OPERABILITY when it is capable of performing
its specified function (s), and when all necessary attendant '

instrumentation, controls, a normal and an emergency electrical
power source, cooling or seal water, lubrication or other
auxiliary equipment that are required for the system,

i subsystem, train, component or device to perform its
function (s) are also capable of performing their related
support function (s).

Technical Specification 3.0.3 states in part:

When a Limiting Condition for Operation is not met, except
as provided in the associated ACTION ' requirements, within
one hour, action shall be initiated to place the unit in a
MODE in which the specification does not apply by placing
it, as applicable, in:

1. At least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours,

2. At least HOT SHUTOOWN within the following 6 hours, and

3. At least COLD SHUTDOWN within the subsequent 24 hours...

Contrary to the above requirements, on September 28, 1983, Unit I was in
Operational Mode 1 for approximately 4 hours and 40 minutes with both trains

,

of the containment spray system inoperable. During this time, no action I

was initiated pursuant to Technical Specification 3.0.3 to place Unit 1
in a mode in which Technical Specification 3.G.2 did not apply.

This is a Severity Level III violation.

B. Technical Specification 4.7.10.2 states in part that:

... required Spray and/or Sprinkler Systems shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE... I

1

a. At least once per 31 days, by verifying that each
valve (manual, power-operated, or automatic) in
the flow path is in its correct position....

. .
.

.
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Notice of Violation 3

Contrary to the above, the 31 day surveillance for the annulus sprinkler supply
valve was not performed on Unit 2 from March to October 1983. Failure to
perform the_ surveillance resulted in fire protection supply valve IRF989
being left mispositioned from February 8 to October 1983.

This is a Severity IV violation.

Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, Duke Power Company is hereby required to submit to the
Director, Office of Inspection and Enforcement, USNRC, Washington, D. C. 20555,
with a copy to this office, within 30 days of the date of this Notice a written
statement or explanation, including for each alleged violation: (1) admission or
denial of the alleged violation; (2) the reasons for the violation if admitted;
(3) the corrective steps that have been taken and the results achieved; (4) the
corrective steps that will be taken to avoid further violations; and (5) the
date when full compliance will be achieved. Consideration may be given to
extending the response time for good cause shown. Under the authority of
Section 182 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2232, the response shall be submitted under
oath or affirmation.

Within the same time as provided for the response required above under
10 CFR 2.201, Duke Power Company may pay the civil penalty in the amount of
$40,000 for the violation assessed a civil penalty, or may protest imposition
of the civil penalty, in whole or in part, by a written answer. Should Duke
Power Company fail to answer within the time specified, the Director, Office of
Inspection and Enforcement, will issue an order imposing the civil penalty in the
amount proposed above. Should Duke Power Company elect to file an answer in
accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 protesting the civil penalty, such answer may (1)
deny the violation listed in this Notice in whole or in part, (2) demonstrate
extenuating circumstances, (3) show error in this Notice, or (4) show other
reasons why the penalty should not be imposed. In addition to protesting the
civil penalty, in whole or in part, such answer may request remission or
mitigation of the penalty. In requesting mitigation of the proposed penalty, the
five factors addressed in Section IV(B) of 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C, should be
addressed. Any written answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set
forth separately from the statement or explanation in reply pursuant to
10 CFR 2.201, but may incorporate by specific reference (e.g., citing page and
paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. The attention of Duke Power Company is
directed to the other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205 regarding the procedure for
imposing a civil penalty.

Upon failure to pay the penalty due, which has been subsequently determined in
accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this matter may be
referred to the Attorney General, and the penalty, unless compromised, remitted,
or mitigated may be collected by civil action pursuant to Section 234c of the
Act, 42 U.S.C. 2282.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

A -- |
James P. O'Reilly
Regional Administrator l

Dated in Atlanta, Georgia
thispay of June 1984
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July _6, 1984
, +

~ Director
Office of Inspection & Enforcement
U.' S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Washington, D.'C. 20555
t

Subject: McGuire. Nuclear' Station
Docket Nos. 50-369 and--370
Response to Inspection Report Nos.,

50-369/83-39 and 50-370/33-46
Response to Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty: EA 84-37

Dear Sir:
4

By letters dated June 8, =1984, NRC transmitted a Notice of Violation and
Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty for violations reported in Inspection

,i-
Reports 50-369/83-39 and 50-370/83-46. This letter contains the Duke-Power

| Company response to both of these documents. By attachment to this letter,
j_ Duke is providing a description of its actions taken relative to the McGuire
; incidents, a response to the Notice of Violation', and a response to the

Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty.
.

The NRC has identified three violations, one of which provides the basis for.

the proposed civil penalty.

The first violation involved the mispositioning of the Unit 2 containment
spray recirculation valve. During the conclusion of the Containment Spray
Performance Test on September 14, 1983, or at some later date, this valve was
locked open instead of closed. This error was not detected by the independent

i verification program. The violation was categorized as a Severity Level III
violation and a civil penalty of $40,000 has been proposed.,

The second violation involved Unit 1 operating with both trains of the
'

Containment Spray System inoperable. Train B had been declared incperable due
i to loss of power indication to the Containment' Pressure Control System

pressure transmitter. While Train B was inoperable, Nuclear Service Water ,

Train A was declared inoperable due to water in the oil reservoir of a Nucleari

Service Water pump. This violation was categorized as a Severity Level III
violation.

The third violation concerned a mispositioned Fire Protection System valve.
Surveillance to verify the annulus sprinkler supply valve position was not,

j performed between March and October 1983, resulting in an undetected closed
valve rather than a locked open valve. This violation was categorized as a
Severity Level IV violation. No civil penalty was proposed for :these last two
violations.

t n n . n,
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The NRC letter requested that Duke specifically address the corrective actions
taken or planned with regard to satisfying NUREG-0737 requirement I.C.6. Duke
letters in response to Notice of Violations on Oconee dated July 23, 1982 and
July 1, 1983 address actions taken previously at Oconee with respect to indepen-
dent verification. Actions taken at McGuire following these incidents are
documented in LER/RO-370/83-53 dated November 4, 1983 and in the information
provided during an Enforcement Conference of October 19, 1983. A description
of the actions taken in response to this incident at McGuire to improve the
effectiveness of the independent verification program is provided herein.

The NRC has indicated that the improvements and lessons learned from Oconee
were not effective"when incorporated into operational activities at McGuire.
At the time of these incidents, Duke Power had in place at McGuire an effective
independent verification program. The incident concerning the containment
spray valve was due to a personnel error in executing the procedure, rather
than a defect in the overall independent verification program . Additionally,-

Duke Power identified each incident, took immediate corrective actions, and
performed extensive program reviews which resulted in a number of administrative
and procedural changes. The actions taken were above and beyond those committed
to as a result of the incidents at Oconee and as prescribed by NUREG-0737. By
stating that the proposed c'ivil penalty is intended to emphasize a need to
provide additional attention to the administrative controls for operation, the
NRC has appeared to overlook the independent verification program that was in
effect and the efforts that were in progress at the time of the incidents which
were completed prior to issuance of the proposed civil penalty. Duke Power
considers the self-initiated corrective actions taken for the McGuire and Oconee
incidents as a positive and complete effort to improve program effectiveness.

I declare under penalty of perjury, that the statements set forth herin are
true and correct to the best of my knowledge.

Very truly yours,
(- /

' & A$ a
Hal B. Tucker

|Vice President, Nuclear Production

RLG/WHM/sfc l
i
|

Attachments I

cc: Mr.< James' PP O'ReillygTRegi6ns17 Administrator
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region II

101 Marietta St. NW Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30303,

Mr. W. T. Orders
NRC Resident Inspector
McGuire Nuclear Station

,
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. Duke Power Company
1 McGuire Nuclear Station

.

Response to Inspection Reports 50-369/83-39 and 50-370/83-46
Response to Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty EA 84-37e

I. Introduction-
..

By letters dated June 8, 1984, the NRC transmitted a Notice of Violation
_

and Propcsed Imposition of Civil Penalty for violations reported in
Inspection Reports 50-369/83-39 and 50-370/83-46. This letter contains
the Duke Power Company response to both of these documents. In addition,
Duke Power is providing a detailed discussion of the actions taken
relative to the alleged infractions.
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7II. . Summary of Actions Taken ' '

l

Within .the Proposed . Imposition of Civil Penalty, the NRC asserts that ,4

Eviolations' occurring at McGuire were associated with inadequacies in the
Duke Power independent verification program. Duke Power admits that the
violations occurred, however,.the civil penalty serves no identifiable

- -purpose because it is considered .that McGuire had in place an effective
.

-independent' verification program. This can be demonstrated by considering
the details of the events and the extensive corrective actions which had
been taken prior to issuance of the Notice of. Violation.

In March'1983', two inc'idents. occurred at Oconee Nuclear Station which-
~

were related to the personnel emergency airlocks. Duke Power provided a
response to the Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil-
Penalties concerning these events on_ July 1, 1983. Included in this

; response was a commitment to incorporate lessons learned into operational
activities at McGuire on a schedule to be established. At the time of
these events, as noted above, McGuire had in place an' effective indepen-
dent verification program, which had been developed in response to Action
Plan Item I.C.6. Although certain aspects of the. independent verification
program were in place, the full implementation of all lessons learned from
Oconee was not scheduled to be completed until January 1984, due to the
implementation time required for such a commitment.

1

Following the Oconee incidents, Duke Power personnel undertook an,

extensive review of directives and procedures related to independent,

verification of the performance of operational activities affecting
safety-related equipment. This effort included the following actions to
strengthen the independent verification program. The Duke Power Admin-
istrative Policy Manual for Nuclear Stations (APM) was revised (APM
Revision 21) to include a much broader independent verification program.
Additional independent verification requirements included

j Expanding applicability to all types of components which could*

affect the ability of a system to perform a safety-related function,
;

! * Expanding applicability to equipment which if improperly aligned
! could result in the release of radioactive liquids or gases from the

site,
3

i

j Expanding applicability to cover removal of equipment from service,*

Expanding applicability to cover all station procedures which*

contain removal or restoration activities and,

Establishing methods to be used during the independent verification*.

process: (a) an independent qualified individual or (b) use of a
diverse means- for proper independent verification.

|

The schedule for implementation of the independent verification require-
j ments was established when APM Revision 21 was issued on August 1, 1983.

The general provisions of APM Revision 21 became effective 0ctober 1,
1983, while the independent verification requirements became effective*

January 1,1984,'due to the extensive lead time required to revise the ,

e
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;many; station procedures and directives-which were affected by the new
'

: independent. verification requirements. Draft guidelines were writ, ten to
) further. clarify'and provide guidance in' the. following areas:

_

,

Definition of Independent' Verification

Personnel Qualifications,

Independency of Personnel Performing the. Verification Prociss
J

Diverse Means of Verification

Applicability to Station S' stems, Components, and Proceduresy
'

Subsequent to the initiation of the above actions, which were in.the
process of being incorporated into operational activities at both McGuire -

.

and Catawba, an incident' occurred at McGuire involving the Containment
Spray System. As-described in LER 370/83-53, dated November 4, 1983,
the Containment Spray System (NS) Pump 2B recirculation valve was found
locked open' on October 5,1983. This was: discovered during a monthly
test of the containment spray pumps.

, Water from the NS pump A was being diverted back through the NS pump B and'

through the NS pump B suction relief valve to the Pressurizer Relief Tank
(PRT). The first indication of the problem was a rise in the PRT level

! and a high PRT pressure alarm. Thinking that the recirculation valve
might be leaking, operators then opened a recirculation throttle valve to

, relieve pressure on the recirculation valve and continued the test. When
the NS pump A test was completed, operators closed and locked the recircu-

} 1ation isolation valve for NS pump A, and started to open the NS pump.
i B recirculation valve when they found it fully open and locked.
.

Unit 2 was operating in Mode 1 at the time, which resulted in a violation
of Technical Specifications requiring two independent Containment Spray
Systems to be operable in Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4.

This periodic test requires manipulation of the recirculation isolation
I valve such that the valve is unlocked and open at the beginning of the

test, and closed and locked at the end of the test. The test procedure
; includes two initial /date blanks that are to be filled in upon verifica--

tion of the final valve position. These blanks were initialed by a,

] . Control Operator and a Performance Technician upon notification by phone
from a Nuclear Equipment Operator who was at the valve. This incident was-
attributed to personnel error due to the individual running the periodic
test not personally verifying the position of the valve before initialing
the independent verification blank in the September 14, 1983 test

i procedure.
i

. Immediate corrective actions included the operators completing the
[ Containment Spray System pump 2B part of: the test and closing and locking
: the valve. A thorough check of the entire Unit 2 B train NS flow path
I was begun. This alignment check was completed on October 5, 1983. No

other NS valve misalignments were identified.

,

9
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Beginning the afternoon.of October 5, 1983, a check was made of the flow
=

path alignment of all Unit I and Unit 2 Safety Injection (NI) system,
Residual Heat Removal (ND) system, Chemical and Volume Control (NV) ;
system, and Containment Spray (NS) system valves that were accessible.

~
Since Unit I had tripped and remained down, valves located in Unit 1 [
containment were included in this check. Since some " locked open" valves

-

were found not locked, even though they were open, the inspection was pexpanded to include all locked valves. Checks of the accessible locked jvalves in the NV, NI, ND, and NS systems were concluded by October 7, af1983. Next, the locked valves and valv'es requiring double verification 3
' in other vital systems were checked. All locked valves and those a

requiring independent verification were checked by October 14, 1983.
_*

E
In the same time frame as this first incident, two other incidents were e-

n

identified which involved variations of personnel error. On September 28, y
1983, the Containment Spray System (NS) Train B was declared inoperable. JThis declaration was made following the identification of a loss of power "

indication for the DC power supply to the Train B Containment Pressure -

Control System (CPCS) pressure transmitter. Two trains of the NS System i
are required to be operable by Technical Specifications.

{
On September 29, 1983, in order to perform a retest of a Nuclear Service j
Water System (RN) valve following maintenance, an operator was sent to -

inspect Nuclear Service Water System Pump 1A. The operator noted water '

in the oil reservoir for the outboard pump bearing and reported this to
[the Control Room. The decision to declare the pump inoperable was made -

by the Shift Supervisor and the Assistant Operating Engineer. Both trains #

of the RN System are required to be operable by Technical Specifications. -

-

The RN System provides support necessary to the operability of the NS
_

System by cooling the NS heat exchanger and the air handling unit motor p
cooler for the NS pump. The inoperable declaration of RN Pump 1A there- -

fore caused the NS Train A to be inoperable, resulting in no operable NS -

trains and placing the unit outside the Action Statement of the Technical
rSpecification. This inoperability was confined to the recirculation mode d

of operation of the NS System. }
The impact of the inoperable RN train upon the single remaining operable k
NS train was not realized when RN Pump 1A was tagged out. The discovery 9that both NS trains had in fact been inoperable was made when NS Train B 4
was being cleared from the Technical Specification Action Item Log $(TSAIL). This situation existed for approximately five hours while Unit -

I was in Mode 1.

While a new power supply was being obtained for the pressure transmitter, Elthe relays controlled by the alarm module were energized by the use of
j umpe rs . This restored NS Train B by simulating a constant open permis-
sive for the two affected NS valves. The new power supply was installed I
and the jumpers removed on September 30, 1983. These actions restored the
pressure transmitter for NS Train B to operable status. "

The RN Pump 1A outboard seal catch basin drain line was cleared. The -

bearing was inspected for damage and flushed with oil. The oil reservoir
was then refilled with clean oil. 7'

S
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C In order ~to' prevent future failures to identify inoperable dependent
. systems when a support system is declared inoperable, a memorandum was. j

issued on September _30, 1983. This-memorandum was addressed to_all Senior _
1

Reactor Operator license holders, and stated the policy of declaring all j
-

, 1

dependent systems ' inoperable (and making the appropriate TSAIL entries) _''
'

whenever a support. system:is declared inoperable. . Technical-Specification
Reference Manual - Section IV was updated to include the impact of RN~

. . System on NS System operability,

i The final. incident cited as involving a personnel error occurred on
_0ctober 9,1983 when a fire protection valve was found closed. This-

valve, the Unit 2 Annulus Sprinkler System isolation valve, located in
the annulus, is required to be locked open. This mispositioned valve was,

identified during the inspection in response to the mispositioned con-
tainment spray valve. A work request' search was_ conducted for identifi-
cation of any work on the fire protection valve or nearby components
which may have accounted for the closing of the valve. No such work could'

be identified.

On October 19, 1983 representatives of Duke Power and the NRC, Region II,;

met to discuss these incidents which had occurred at McGuire. In an,

October 26, 1983 letter resulting from the October 19, 1983 meeting,
several commitments were made by Duke Power concerning independent verifi-
cation, surveillance requirements, training and safety analyses. It

"
.should be noted that tuese commitments were made above and beyond those [
changes due to the 1983 incident at Oconee Nuclear Station. The indepen-
dent verification requirement changes due to the Oconee incident were to !

- become effective on January 1, 1984. These changes were in the process of
being implemented at McGuire during the time of the incident with the
Containment Spray System pump 2B recirculation isolation valve.,

! Following these McGuire incidents, Duke Power Company management personnel
, including the Executive Vice President of Power Operations and the Vice
1 President of Nuclear Production, conducted meetings with all station per-
1 sonnel during the week of October 10, 1983. The McGuire incidents were

covered to illustrate the problems involved and the following points were [emphasized.4

1) Procedures will be used in any work on safety related systems and3

components.
<

2) Procedures will be followed and inadequacies will-be corrected by
j procedure changes.
,

3) Unless other options are specifically allowed by the procedure,,

I individuals must personally verify that an item is correct before
signing a procedure step.

'

The meeting was followed up by a letter to all station employees to
further emphasize these points. ^

,

Following the October 1983 incident at McGuire, an informal audit of the
McGuire independent verification program was performed by General Office.

Licensing personnel during October 1983. The audit findings determined
that station personnel had a clear understanding of the technical aspects,

i
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of applying independent verifica' tion to affected procedures which mainly.
consisted of the identification of required valves. The McGuire _ program -
in place at the time -was narrowly applicable to safety-related valves only -
and was adequately covered by Station Directive 3.1.28 (Operations). .Sta-
tion personnel did not show a _ clear understanding of the acceptable methods
of applying' the independent verification process on an individual basis. |

The following recommendations resulted from the General Office au'dit.

'l. Directives;for all station groups in addition to Operations be '

developed.
,

2. Review the application of independent verification requirements to
Removal / Restoration Procedures.

3. Specific techniques for performing independent verification be
included in station directives and procedures.

4. Personnel training on the proper performance of the independent
verification process.

5. Develop comprehensive listing of affected station equipment requiring
. independent verification.

A working group composed of General Office Licensing pe'rsonnel and one
representative from each nuclear station developed a department directive
on independent verification. This directive gives specific independent
verification requirements to each nuclear station for use in writing
station directives and was implemented December 22, 1983.

This directive primarily emphasizes:

Purpose of independent verification*

Definition of independent verification*

Applicability of independent verification*

Precautions to Observe when Performing independent verification*

Iuplementation of independent verification*

Personnel Requirements*

Time requirements*

* Exceptions
,

* Procedures I

In developing this' directive, the working grou'p_ considered available
reference material including INPO documents, industry codes and standards, I

* -
Duke Power documents and experience, industry experience, and NRC regula-.

1
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tory guidance documents. Other changes to the Duke Power independent verifi-
: cation program as a result of the 1983 incidents at McGuire included the

~

.

development of a comprehensive training program on independent verifica-
tion, use of procedures, and quality-of operations for new employee
training and annual requalification training. Also, a Quality Assurance

1audit on independent verification implementation at McGuire was performed jduring March 1984.
1.. '

Duke Power believes that the independent verification program currently
in place is effective in reducing the number of significant incidents
caused by personnel error. Although it is a reasonable goal to strive
.for, and, Duke Power fully intends to continue its best efforts toward
such a goal, zero personnel errors cannot realistically be sustained
indefinitely.

In addition to the extensive attention given to the Duke Power independent
verification program and other commitments, a probabilistic assessment was
. performed to demonstrate the effectiveness of independent verification.
The determination was made that it is unrealistic to expect any indepen-
dent verification program to provide 100% assurance of the correctness of
a condition. This is true whether the system is totally hardware dependent,
human dependent or a combination of the two. To illustrate this point, a
probabilistic assessment of McGuire Nuclear Station's chance of not
detecting an improper condition was performed.

The assessment was done by considering the number of verification actions
that can be expected over a year's time ($4,600) for both units and the
probability that a verification action would be improperly performed
(a conservative failure probability of about once every 10,000 verifica-
tions was assumed). The result of this assessment was that an improperly
conducted verification would occur about once every two years. Although
the number of occurrences may be less than once in two years, the point is
that to expect zero occurrences is totally unrealistic. This probabilistic
analysis was used as the basis for a reassessment of independent verifica-
tion requirements, which was performed in April 1984; the results of which
follow. The reassessment of independent verification requirements:

A. Reaffirmed the use of remote indicators.

B. Eliminated reliance upon the use of one individual to perform the
entire independent verification process.

C. Reviewed Regulatory and INPO requirements / recommendations.

D. Discussed the implementation of independent verification with other
utilities (Especially Region II).

In this proposed civil penalty the NRC is regulating by reviewing the
adequacy of implementation after the fact and failing to recognize the
essential sequence of events. The intended purpose of independent verifi-
cation is to reduce human error and to improve the quality of normal
operations. As described above, it is impossible to achieve zero human

While the violation is admitted to have occurred, it is noterrors.
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considered that the safety significance of the violation has been
adequately balanced by the staff against the corrective actions which

.

have been implemented to accurately ' reflect the severity of the
violation.
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III. Reponse to Notice of Violation

Violation'I

~

Technical Specification 6.8.1 states in part:

Written procedures shall be established, implemented, and maintained
covering the activities refer ~enced below:

, The applicable procedures recommended in Appendix A of Regulatorya.
'

' Guide 1.33, Revision 2, February 1978;;

b. _The applicable procedures required to implement the requirements of
NUREG-0737;...

Plant test procedure PT/2/A4208/01B requires that the containment spray
recirculation valve 2NS-8 be' locked closed at the conclusion of the test,
and a second independent verification by a second qualified individual of
the valve position is required at the conclusion of the test.

Contrary to the above,,on September 14, 1983, at the conclusion of test
PT/2/A4208/01B, the Unit 2 containment spray recirculation valve, 2NS-8,

-was locked open instead of closed as required by plant test procedure
PT/2/A4208'/01B. The second independent verification by a second qualified
operator 'of the position of valve 2NS-8 failed to detect that the valve
was incorrectly positioned.

This is a Severity Level III violation (Supplemental I).
(Civil Penalty - $40,000)

Response to Violation-I

1) The alleged violation is admitted.

2) The reasons for the violation were as reported in Licensee Event
Report R0-370/83-53 dated November 4, 1984.

On October 5,1983, Containment Spray System Pump 2B recirculation valve
2NS-8 was found locked open furing a monthly test of the Containment
spray (NS) pumps. Water from the A pump was being diverted back through<

the B pump and through the B pump suction relief valve to the Pressurizer
Relief Tank (PRT). First indication of the problem was a rise in the PRT
1evel and a high PRT pressure alarm. Thinking that 2NS-8 might be leaking,

*

operators then opened recirculation throttle valve 2NS-70 to relieve
pressure on 2NS-8, and continued the test. When the A pump test was
completed, operators closed and locked 2NS-25, NS pump 2A recirculation
isolation valve, and started to open 2NS-8. They found 2NS-8 fully open
and locked.

,

The cause of the incident was attributed to personnel error, because
valve 2NS-8 was mispositioned either at the end of the periodic test on

< September 14, 1983 or at some later date. The individual running the
periodic test did not_ personally verify the position of the valve before..( initialing the independent verification blank in the September 14, 1983'

. test procedure.
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33) Immediate corrective; actions included the Operators completing the2-

: Containment Spray System pump 2B part of the-test and closing and
*

locking the valve. A thoroughfcheck of the entire Unit 2 B train NSu

-flow path was begun. This alig' ament check was completed on October
.5, 1983. No other NS valve misalignments were identified.

4) Corrective actions taken to prevent further violations included
an immediate check of the flow path alignment of all Unit I and Unit
2-Safety Injection (NI)~ system, Residual Heat Removal (ND) system,
Chemical and Volume Control-(NV) system, and NS system valves that
were accessible. Since Unit I had' tripped and' remained down, valves
located in Unit 1 containment were included in this check. Since ;

some " locked open" valves.were found not locked, even though they
-

were open, the inspection was expanded _to include-all locked valves.
Checks of the accessible locked valves in the NV,' NI, ND, and NS
systems were concluded by October 7, 1983. Next, the locked valves-
and valves requiring double verification in other vital systems were
checked.

All locked valves and those requiring independent verification were
checked by October 14, 1983. As discussed at the October 19, 1983
enforcement conference, much effort was put into a review of the inde-
pendent verification program including participation by upper manage-
ment. .The October 19, 1983 enforcement conference resulted in
commitments for changes beyond those previously -committed to for
Oconee. Duke Power Company management personnel held meetings.with
all station personnel during the week of October 10, 1983. Recent

, incidents were covered to illustrate the problems involved.

These meetings were followed up by a company audit on McGuire indepen-
dent verification, development of department directives on indepen-
dent verification, development of training on independent verifica-
tion, a Q.A. audit, a reassessment of independent verification
requirements, and a probability analysis to demonstrate the~ effective-
ness of an independent verification program.

5) MNS is presently in full compliance.
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Violation II A

: Technical Specification.3.6.2 states:
.

Two independent containment spray systems shall be OPERABLE!with
each spray system capable of taking suction from the.FWST on a
Containment Spray Actuation Signal and transferring suction to the
containment spray.

' APPLICABILITY: .HODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

With one containment npray train inoperable, restore the inoperable
spray train to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or.be in at-least

HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours; restore the inoperable spray.

train to OPERABLE statu's within the next 48 hours or be in COLD
~

SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

-Technical Specification Definitions define OPERABLE ~to mean:

A system, subsystem, train, component or device shall be OPERABLE
or have OPERABILITY when it is capable of performing its specified
functions (s), and when all necessary attendant instrumentation,
controls, a normal and an emergency electrical power source, cooling
or seal water, lubrication or other auxiliary equipment that are
required for the system, subsystem, train, component or device to
perform its function (s) are also capable of performing their related
support function (s).

Technical Specification 3.0.3 states in part:

When a Limiting Condition for Operation is not met, except as provided
in the associated ACTION requirements, within one hour, action shall
be initiated to place the' unit in the MODE in which the specification
does not apply by placing it, as applicable, in:

1. At least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours,

2. At least HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours, and

3. At least COLD SHUTDOWN within the subsequent 24 hours...

Contrary to the above requirements, on' September 28, 1983, Unit I was
in Operational Mode 1 for approximately 4 hours and 40 minutes with
both-trains of the containment spray system inoperable. During this
time, no acton was initiated pursuant to Technical Specification
3.0.3 to place Unit 1 in a mode which Technical Specification 3.6.2
did not apply. 4

.

This is a Severity Level III violation.2

,
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- Response to Violatio'n'II A

1) The alleged violation is admitted.

- 2)- The' reasons-for the violation were as reported in Licensee Event
Report R0-369/83-84 dated October 14, 1983 and revised November
4, 1983.

On September 28, 1983, Containment Spray System (NS) Train B was declared
inoperable. This declaration was made following the identification of a
loss of power indication for the DC power supply to the Train B Contain-

~

ment Pressure. Control System (CPCS) pressure transmitter.

On September 29, 1983, in order to perform a retest of Nuclear Service-
Water System (RN) valve lRN-68 following maintenance, an operator was
sent. to inspect Nuclear Service Water System Pump 1A. The operator noted
water in the oil reservoir for the outboard pump bearing and reported
this to the Control Room. The' decision to declare the pump inoperable
was made by the Shift Supervisor and the Assistant Operating Engineer.

The RN System provides support necessary to the operability of the NS
System by cooling the NS heat exchanger and the-air handling unit motor
cooler for the NS pump. The inoperable declaration of-RN Pump 1A there-
fore caused the NS Train A to be inoperable, resulting in no operable NS -
trains and placing the unit outside the Action Statement of Technical
Specifications. !

Personnel did not realize the impact of the inoperable RN train upon the - ',_,

single remaining operable NS train when RN Pump 1A was tagged out.
Therefore, the requirements of the Technical Specifications were not
met. The discovery that both NS trains had in fact been inoperable was
made when NS Train B was being cleared from the Technical r;ecification
Action Item Log (TSAIL). This situation existed for less than five hours.

3) To correct the situation immediately, while a new power supply was
being obtained for the pressure transmitter, the relays controlled by
the alarm ~ module were energized by the use of jumpers. This restored
NS Train B by simulating a ' constant open permissive -for the two
affected NS valves. The new power supply was installed and the
jumpers removed on september. 30, 1983. These actions restored the
pressure transmitter for NS Train B to operable status.

Also, the RN Pump 1A outboard seal catch basin drain line was cleared.
, The bearing was inspected for damage and flushed with oil. . The oil
| reservoir was then refilled with clean oil.
:

- 4) In order to prevent future failures to identify inoperable dependent
systems when a support system is declared inoperable, a memorandum
was. issued on September 30, 1983. This memorandum was addressed to
all Senior Reactor Operator license holders, and stated .the policy of
declaring all dependent systems inoperable ~(and making the appro-
priate TSAIL entries) whenever a support system is declared inoper-
able. Technical Specification Reference Manual - Section IV was

'

updated to include the impact of RN System on NS System operability.

,
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As a result of the October 19, 1983 enforcement conference a
commitment was made in on October 26,1983 lettc; aoncerning a review
of TSAIL effectiveness.

This incident was also included in the meetings which ~ upper manage-
ment held'during the week of October 10, 1983 with station employees.

~ 5) HNS is presently in full compliance.
_
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L Violation II B -

LTechnical Specification 4.7.10.2 states in part that:

. . . ? required ' Spray and/or Sprinkler Systems shallibe: demonstrated
OPERABLE. .~.

'a . At-least once per-31 days, by verifying.that each valve
.(manual, power-operated, or automatic) in the flow path is
in its. correct position,...

Contrary to the above,'the 31 day surveillance for the annulus sprinkler
supply: valve. was not performed on Unit. 2 from March to 0ctober 1983.
Failure to perform the surveillance resulted in-fire protection supply
valve IRF989 being left mispositioned from February-8 to October 1983.

This is a Severity'IV violation.

Response to Violation II B

1) The alleged violation is admitted.

2) The reasons for the violation were as reported in Licensee Event
Report R0-370/83-57 dated October 26, 1983, revised by letters dated
January 16 and March 7, 1984.

Operability of the annulus sprinkler system was required at the time of~
Unit 2 initial fuel loading which commenced on March 1, 1983. Valve
IRF989, located in the annulus is a manual valve which provided for
isolation of the sprinkler heads for installation or repair. Valve IRF28
is an-air-operated, normally closed, isolation valve which opens upon
signal from the annulus fire detectors, thereby supplying water to the
sprinklers.

In response to an earlier incident (Violation I) which involved a misposi-
tioned containment spray valve, the position of a11' locked valves in the
plant was verified. As a result oC this corrective action, 1RF989 was
discovered unlocked (chain and lock resting on the valve) and out of
position, thus isolating water from the annulus sprinkler system.

'The reason for the unlocked status of the valve when it was discovered on
Ocotober 9, 1983 is unknown. The periodic test " Unit Two Fire Protecton
Containment Header. Test", was performed initially on February 9, 1983.
This procedure required cycling certain manual valves to verify their
operability. Valve IRF989 was erroneously required to be locked closed ~
by' this procedure, and the copy of the procedure used on February 8,1983
indicated that the valve was closed at that time.

Valve IRF989 is verified to be in position monthly. The same individual j

performed this test on each occasion after February 8, 1983 (the date '

when the " Unit Two Fire Protection Containment Header Test" was performed
and the valve was verified locked-closed). Each time, he initia11ed that
the valve was' correctly locked open. Subsequent to identification of the'

incorrect position of this valve, it was verified through Security access
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. logs that this individual did not enter the annulus on the dates of the
test. Hence, no actual verification of the valve's position was made.
Appropriate disciplinary action was taken against the individual involved.

3) Valve IRF989 was correctly positioned and secured by lock and chain
upon discovery of its mispositioning on October 9,1983. The " Unit
Two Fire Protection Containment Header Test" procedure was corrected
to1 require IRF989 to be locked open. The Fire Protection System
monthly test was completely rerun and completed on October 14, 1983.

4)- Additional corrective actions were taken in conjunction with the
corrective actions for Violation I (refer to Part 4 of Response to
Violation I for a more detailed' description of these actions).

5) MNS is presently in full compliance.
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IV. Response to' Proposed Civil. Penalty

1[n accordance with .10CFR2, 2.205, Duke Power Company hereby acknowledges
the proposed civil penalty; however, the following points should be

'

considered prior to_ imposition of the civil penalty:

1. ' An effective independent verification program at McGuire was ~ in
.effect. ;No specific feature of'the independent verification program-
-is identified as being the cause of the incident. It appears that
the sole bases for the proposed civil penalty is that the incident
occurred as a result of personnel error.

2. Committed actions as a result of the Oconee incidents in early 1983
J were in the process of being fully implemented at McGuire. As such,
it is incorrect for.the NRC to conclude that such actions were
ineffective.

3. .The NRC asserts that the proposed civil-penalty is to emphasize the
concern for an effective' independent verification program and the
need for Duke to provide additional attention to the administrative'
controls for operation. In light of the actions that have been taken
by Duke in this matter well before the Notice of Civil Penalty was
issued, and in view of the overall above average performance of
McGuire personnel, the proposed civil penalty is punitive in nature
rather than encouraging good licensee performance.

J
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